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Fashion conscious Phoebe Smith wants only one thing: a date for the works party in six weeksâ€™

time. She embarks on a journey to find her man and keeps a private blog of all her disastrous

encounters. But when her four-year-old nephew gets into her account, Phoebeâ€™s problems only

just begin. With Tinder calamities, a male escort and a pork pie addiction, Phoebe tackles her

biggest problem: the just too irritating Harry Bloom. Come with Phoebe on her search for the perfect

man and see who will accompany her to the party in this hilarious romantic comedy novel.
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Oh poor Phoebe .. she has so many calamity's. I'm quite relieved I read this book in the privacy of

my own home, to read in public leaves you in danger of giggling out loud uncontrollably!Phoebe is

nearly 34 years old (very important) single, has a passion for buying (un) designer clothes,

blueberry muffins and pork pies. She works in a department store, lives in a flat which is due to be

taken over so has an inevitable rent raise. Her mother is constantly comparing her to her sister and



reminding her about her biological clock.Her biggest concern though is finding a suitable date for the

Guildhall Ball. She has recently been dumped by Ashby .. does she want to woo him back?This is

such an hilarious account of Phoebe's life. Her friends are brilliantly supportive and a major part of

this story in their own right. Best friends are Imogen and Mak , I particularly liked the banter between

all of them. Mak and Jasper's relationship is cute.Feeling down and hopeless Phoebe decides to

unleash all her feelings in her blog. This includes exactly what she thinks about anyone and

everyone! This is a private blog though ... correct?In a fruitless attempt to find a date she joins

Tinder, some of the dates are excruciatingly painful to read .. poor Phoebe she really does attract

some weirdo's. I loved Malcolm and the reaction at a party when he arrives with Phoebe. The

'bloody' steaks, the blisters, word-counts all delightful moments but there are SO many more!Harry

the next door neighbour caught my eye .. unfortunately he plays the drums .. loudly! How will

Phoebe react to that?There are some serious moments to balance the humour, the actions of Henry

are dealt with well. The 'brat-face' nephew is so accurately depicted.If you like a fast paced laugh a

minute story then this is for you. All the characters are perfectly suited to the book and I connected

with all of them .. at times I did wish Phoebe would just get her act together but ultimately she is

lovably dumb. Another wonderful book from Lynda and I thank her for my ARC.

I am a big fan of this author, but I was disappointed with the style of this book. We have had enough

diaries, blogs and email books to last a lifetime. My feeling is that if an author can't structure

dialogue and sustain a plot,they shouldn't be writing a book. I know this author is capable of

producing humorous stories with well-conceived plots, so I am a bit torn about the format of this

book.Secondly, who could possibly want to read another book about dating mishaps? This material

seems way too trite for this author.Despite all my misgivings, it didn't completely fail me and I

thought 2 stars too severe for his piece of brain candy, but I'm hoping for much more creativity with

the next book.

I'm reading this right now totally enjoying it! It's very light and entertaining. I would recommend it

mainly to women, especially if you have ever had some bad first date experiences or were ever at a

point in your life when you felt like a loser for not having a boyfriend. Sometimes the bad dates were

almost too much. How much bad luck can one person have exactly? But they were all funny

scenarios and the story reeled me in.I liked that it was a blog written in the first person as you were

getting the person's most personal thoughts, embarrassing or not.



Love Lynda Renham's work ... this one was a little slow to start, but then heated up to the fast pace

shenanigans you expect from her! I have bought all her books I can get my hands on!

Loved this book! Everything I read by the Author is divine, imaginative and cannot put it down!!!

Keep them coming, !

nothing special, just ok. I would not read it again.

Loved this book. So incredibly funny. Fun, fast read. Something like Bridget Jones. Would highly

recommend for some entertaining reading.

I am totally and completely addicted and need more!!!!!! Please give us more of Phoebe and her

whole group!!!!!! Love them all!! Very relatable and completely adorable!!
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